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Introduction
When applying decision theory to problems in planning, the
complexity of the domain raises several issues. In
particular, planning domains generally require choosing
among sequences of actions, whose possible number grows
exponentially with length. When each action is described
in terms of a mapping from an initial state to a distribution
over possible resulting states (as in [Tash 1993]),
calculating the consequences of each sequence and
maximizing over expected utility of the resulting histories
is a huge computational chore. The difficulty of this task
demands careful control of computational expenditures, and
often simplifying assumptions must be made in order to
preserve tractability.

One common simplification is to apply decision theory to
a reduced decision model, one whose states are sets of finer
states in a more complete model. For example, [Dean et al.
1993] apply decision theoretic methods to planning on a
stochastic automaton, and cluster together all states lying
outside of a certain envelope for purposes of policy
determination. This paper discusses some of the issues
arising in trying to form a coarse, or abstract, decision
model so that work done in planning using such a model
provides reasonable results for the original problem.

It should be noted that other approaches to controlling the
computational expenditures of a planner often involve
decisions made on a reduced decision model, so these
issues are quite general. For example, when computational
effort is controlled using a metalevel architecture, as in
[Russell and Wefald 1991], allocation of resources to a
computation is not determined on the basis of all the
information available to the planner, which is generally
adequate to determine the result of the computation itself,
but rather on the basis of certain features of the situation
which are more easily computed and are used to indicate
the expected value of doing the computation. Thus, the
metalevel is controlling computations using a decision
model which treats various computations sharing certain
features as the same. It is a general characteristic of
abstract models that the feature set used to condition
decisions is reduced from that of the complete model
because distinctions between fine states in the same abstract
state are ignored.

Constructing Abstract Decision
Models ¯

To ground intuitions, let us consider a problem domain
given as a Markov decision process. This consists of a set
of states, where for each state and action available in that
state there are fixed transition probabilities to Other states.
Each state also has a certain utility, the value the planning
agent gets from being in that state. The goal of the agent is
to choose actions so as to maximize the long-run expected
value. (Infinite time values can be handled by discounting
future rewards by a factor exponential in time). There are 
variety of methods, such as policy iteration, for finding the
optimal policy, or action choices, for this problem. Several
such methods, and their relation to planning as traditionally
conceived, are discussed in [Koenig 1991]. For many
planning problems, however, a straightforward application
of these methods would be computationally intractable.

We can create an abstract decision model for this
problem by partitioning the state space into abstract states,
and conditioning our action choices only on the abstract
state we find ourselves in, in effect assigning the same
action choice to each fine state in a given abstract state.
For every abstract policy, therefore, there is a
corresponding policy on the original space, or fine policy.
These policies form some subset of the total possible fine
policies, and for decisions made using the abstract model to
be good for the original problem, this subset must contain
policies adequately close in value to the optimal fine policy.
This immediately suggests a criterion for good abstract
decision models.

Criterion 1: The potential value of an abstract
decision model is the maximum value for any abstract
policy on this model considered as a policy for the
complete decision model.
Clearly, between two abstract decision models, the one

with the higher potential value is able to represent better
policies. However, applying this criterion to decide upon a
good abstract model is likely to involve computational
effort comparable to that needed to solve the complete
decision model. It is therefore interesting to consider what
this criterion says in terms of the relation between fine
states within a given abstract state, in order to devise a
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more locally testable measure of model quality, If the
optimal policy for the complete model assigns the same
action to each free state in a given abstract state, then using
the abstract state does not prevent representation of that
policy. The same action will be assigned to each fine state
if the particular state is irrelevant to the consequences of the
available actions. This suggests a local test sufficient for
guaranteeing lossless abstraction.

Local Test 1: Are action consequences independent of
the fine state given the abstract state?
Satisfaction of this test is an even stronger demand than

choosing an abstraction so as to maintain maximal potential
value, but is locally determinable, and may therefore offer
approximations of tractable use. For example, a test for the
degree of action consequence independence could be used
to decide whether to split an abstract state into two
substates. Such a test is reminiscent of the G algorithm of
[Chapman and Kaelbling 1991], discussed below. No such
locally testable criterion can be expected to reproduce the
behavior of the potential value criterion, however, because
Iossless abstraction is obtainable, even without the same
behavior across undistinguished fine states for all actions,
using abstract states whose fine states merely all require the
same action to be chosen. But the action to be chosen in a
state is only deducible using global information, because it
could affect rewards in the distant future.

Even if one is given a partition of fine states into abstract
ones, further difficulties remain in defining the abstract
decision model. In particular, we need to assign utilities
and transition probabilities to the abstract states. If one
could assign to each abstract state a probability distribution
over its constituent fine states, one could average their
utility and use for distributions over action consequences
the average of those for the fine states. However, such a
distribution over fine states is not easy to construct because
the appropriate one can change drastically as the system
evolves. For example, consider the Markov decision
process in Figure la. The numbers represent transition
probabilities, some of which are conditional on the choice
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Figure 1. Affect of abstraction on probabilities.

between action "a" and action "b." A smaller, abstract
model can be formed by combining the boxed states into a
single abstract state, as shown in Figure lb. In the abstract
space, the choice is irrelevant, as either action leads to the
abstract state. However, the distribution over fine states
given that one is in the abstract state does depend on which
action choice is made (the first will occur with either
probability 0.8 or 0.2). This ambiguity is reflected in the
abstract model by the uncertainty over what probabilities to
use for transitions out of the abstract state. In figure lb,
choice "a" leads to the value (0.8x0.9 + 0.2x0.1) = 0.74 for
"x," whereas "b" leads to (0.2x0.9 + 0.8x0.1) = 0.26.

Let us now consider what happens when a policy choice
is fixed. The complete model is reduced to a (decision-
less) Markov model. If this model is ergodic, so every state
is reachable from every other state, then the probability of a
fine state given its containing abstract state is well defined,
and in fact is just its long-term relative frequency in the
complete model. Even without ergodicity, if an initial state
is fixed as well, the fine state probabilities can be
determined, and the abstract model is well defined. (The
abstract states not reachable given the chosen policy will of
course not have, nor need, well-defined distributions over
their constituent fine states.) Therefore, the ambiguities
discussed above are always a consequence Of a dependence
of the dynamics on policy choices which has been hidden in
the abstraction.

Learning Abstract Decision Models
One might hope to avoid these problems by learning the
abstract model from experience, avoiding reference to the
complete model altogether. In any case, one often doesn’t
know the probabilities for the complete model either,
making learning necessary, and hopefully easier to carry
out in the smaller model. However, this does not avoid the
difficulty of assigning transition probabilities, because
when one is trying action "a," one will observe probability
x = 0.74, whereas when one is trying "b," one will observe
x = 0.26. If one learns the full dependence of these
probabilities on the various possible policies, one is in
effect learning the complete decision model, which is
assumed to be computationally intractable.

Let us consider a learning strategy where one chooses a
policy, learns the model parameters using this policy, and
uses the model so learned to choose a new policy. (Of
course, some elements of a model cannot be learned given a
certain policy, such as the transition probabilities for
actions not taken in the policy. We can leave these at the
values inherited from previous learning cycles.) Let us
define a policy as locally stable if it is a f’Lxed point under
this process (i.e. it is optimal with respect to its model).
Such a policy will be optimal for models in some
neighborhood of the appropriate one for the policy, giving
it some stability with respect to statistical variance in the
learned model. Unfortunately, there can exist several
policies which are locally stable for a given abstract model.
Consider the complete model in Figure 2a. An abstract
model can be formed by combining the boxed states into
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Figure 2. Affect of abstraction on values.

abslract states, as in Figure 2b. Given choice "a," the utility
"x" is observed to be 1, and "y" is observed to be 0. With
those utilities, "a" is the optimal choice, as it leads to the
more valuable state with higher probability. Therefore, "a"
is a locally stable policy. However, "b" is actually a better
policy, because its adoption gives x = 0 and y = 1, for a
total expected utility of 0.7 (that of "a" is 0.6).

Because of these difficulties, no algorithm which learns
its model using the current policy and then tries to choose a
new policy using its current model can be expected to
converge to a globally optimal policy on the abstract model.
One can design models where early decisions decide
between unseen fine states in ways having no noticeable
affect until some arbitrary future point, when they
determine the relative merits of another decision.
Therefore, no algorithm such as policy iteration, which uses
local information to decide on changes improving the
current policy, will in general be able to find the policy
achieving an abstract moders potential value.

Because exhaustive search through the space of abstract
plans for the best one, learning each policy’s model, is an
excessive computational burden, the planner may still have
to resort to using some local learning and policy choice
algorithm, such as alternating cycles of policy iteration with
model learning. Since such methods are subject to
entrapment by locally stable policies, a good model will be
one where this possibility is minimized. This suggests
another criterion for good abstract models, one reflecting

ease of learning (whereas Criterion 1 reflected best case
modeling ability).

Criterion 2: The horizon size of an abstract model is
the proportion of its possible abstract policies which
lead, via iteration of perfect (given the policy) model
learning and optimal (given the model) policy
determination, to a policy achieving the model’s
potential value.

The horizon size characterizes the extent of the basin of
attraction around optimal policies, when using local
learning algorithms. A model with a larger horizon size
will, given a random starting policy, be more likely to
converge on its optimal policy. However, as with Criterion
1, determination of horizon size for use in choosing a good
abstract model is likely to involve computational effort
similar to that needed to find the globally optimal abstract
policy in the fh’st place. Therefore, again as with Criterion
1, we shall consider what locally testable conditions are
informative as to its degree of satisfaction. A fixed
distribution over fine states given their containing abstract
state enables determination of all abstract model parameters
from the complete model. This suggests a local test whose
satisfaction guarantees that no information about earlier
policy decisions can be hidden in the fine states, and the
model parameters are independent of policy.

Local Test 2:. Is the distribution over the fine states of
an abstract state independent of the actions chosen at its
abstract parents, given their fine state distributions?

Satisfaction of this local test is an even stronger demand
than that the horizon size be 1. Again, however, no
criterion which is locally testable can be expected to
reproduce behavior like that of the horizon size criterion,
because model dependencies on action choice (which can
be locally found) might not prevent learning the optimal
policy, and only global policy comparisons can generally
determine which such dependencies create locally stable
suboptimal policies.

Both the stated criteria express the intuition that
information abstracted away should be minimally relevant
to optimal policy choice. Criterion 1 expresses irrelevance
to ability to specify an optimal policy, and Criterion 2
expresses irrelevance to ability to find the best specifiable
policy. In both cases, local tests are suggested which
consider relevance of the ignored information towards
ability to set abstract model parameters retaining
articulation with the complete model, independent (as
required by locality) of what the optimal policy in fact is.
One can check locally for relevance of ignored state
distinctions to all possible action choices, or to assignation
of transition probability and utility values, but one cannot
determine locally whether this information will actually
impact on the problem of finding an optimal policy.

Related Work and Conclusions
These issues are relevant to any form of decision-theoretic
planning which uses abstraction to reduce the
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computational burden. For example, in the work by [Dean
et al. 1993] mentioned earlier, the more challenging
planning cases required several restrictions on the abstract
models to be imposed by the designer without recourse to
decision-theoretic justification. These included considering
a reduced set of policies, designer choice of a small set of
variables on which to condition action choices, and hand
setting of some transition probabilities in the abstract
models used. The above arguments are intended to
demonstrate that such restrictions, not chosen to be optimal
but simply to reduce the scope of the problem of finding
optimal solutions, will generally be necessary.

Other work has been done on how to construct an
abstract decision model for large problems. For example, a
paper by [Chapman and Kaelbling 1991] described a
method, called the G algorithm, for collapsing the state
space for Q-learning. This algorithm was based on a
principle similar to the local tests discussed above. The
algorithm started with the state space, parametrized by a
sequence of bits, being abstracted into a single state. It then
reeursively splits states on the value of a bit when the
resulting finer states have significantly different Q-values.
This is a local test for relevance, and its usefulness is
subject to the constraints discussed above. The authors
acknowledge that success of the algorithm requires a well-
designed bit representation of the states. Such a
representation may often be hard to find.

Another paper, by [Moore 1991], also discusses a model
learning algorithm which starts with a very abstract model
and refines as deemed necessary. His algorithm makes use
of a Euclidean structure on the state space. This enables
him to choose a central fine state in each abstract state as
representative, effectively choosing a distribution over fine
states putting all weight on the central one in order to set
abstract model parameters. He can then choose an optimal
abstract policy and use it to project the future with the
complete model, refining the abstract space along the
expected path until the point where it differs from the
projection. Such an algorithm may often refine
unnecessarily, and will only refrain from doing so to an
unmanageable degree if the complete model behavior is
adequately continuous in state description parameters,
making the abstract model parameter settings and
projections sufficiently accurate to avoid excessive
exploration of the space. Some such structure on the state
space, possibly inherited from the geometry of the physical
environment of the planner, may provide the best hope
generally for applying local methods such as those
described above to the construction of an adequate abstract
decision model.

The issue of choosing model parameters for a given
abstract space is very closely related to the small world
problem discussed by [Savage 1972] and [Shafer 1986].
Savage’s concern was to assign probabilities in the abstract
model (defined slightly differently from here) so as 
maintain the preferences between abstract policies found in
the complete decision model. Such assignments, given his
method for choosing utilities, could involve altering even
probabilities having unambiguous values in our

formulation. As discussed by Shafer, his formulation of the
problem does not appear to directly address our needs,
where policy preferences, are initially unknown. However,
it does exhibit the long history of difficulties experienced in
trying to choose abstract models adequate to the task of
determining policy values.

It is common knowledge that the computational
complexity inherent in decision theoretic methods makes
them only an idealized guide to rational decision making.
The purpose of this paper has been to expose the particular
simplifying assumptions required for their application to
the construction of abstractions in planning. The
elucidation of idealized criteria for choosing abstractions,
and the consideration of the nature of more applicable but
less refined criteria, will hopefully improve our
understanding of the structure of realistically solvable
problems and the extent to which normative methods can
be of use in solving them.
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